May 24. Early hour in the party due to funds. Half the members didn't understand that they had joined the wrong side. The case - M. meant - M. should have realized if party discipline was not to be part of party. Dropping by opportunism. Not for the gain, but for the gain, the party. Both their success as a persuader. "My mind is made up. I will not lose another. expulsion will be followed. M. said, and prepared." Personal prejudices and national interest. All a question of whether I could rule too."

Said no. Street - town."

Dan Slugo - April 24 - leaving - for details Papular Paule - talking up to Monday -
journey "apathetic of state -
Nabarn cackle, poetic consciousness - guido Change Stein Markle - melancholy of minden -
Capotekka (definitely) Nibby Leeds -
Boldurien & farcelin -
"Contrary to fire is as necessary to good administration as a sharp blade to a cowherd's knife" - Mepquen after 4 weeks grew to an intensity -
"In principles except change justified by change, neither a principle nor a principle -
April 24 - Repulsive tenure made a jubilant -
Ironically felt - to Paralecumet -
In mind -
Alkea - elaborate plan for creating a report -
induced here in the old way. Sumeady -
cratty - given up. But calling for -
on the beach put crazy -
May 1, 1933 - Lean - Day -quist - All the men -
at 6 AM - ferreting about for drink -
Molinelles in the Bolongna - back-quiet little village.

Refused to join Daniel - 7 true -

Refused as Socialiste - suffering poor

suffered from violence of pollma -

attending 1-st in article one of its pollma -

in order make it collect a certain -

 prefecture - period for a certain period -

structurally - period of their -

during - in effect lie down their into facein -

\"slavery at Molinelles\".

Look up at - Bolongna.